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It actually sounds â€” dare I say it? In an industry rife with touts hitting hot streaks, cranking up their bet sizes
and then blowing their entire bankroll when variance swings the other way, there is something delightfully
un-sexy about ignoring artificially created time periods, and embracing sports investing as a long term,
cash-generating enterprise. You've got a great future ahead of you, kid â€” even if you do need a little work
with your punctuation and grammar. In the United States, American football evolved to include new rules,
including those that allow fields thousands of miles long, hundreds of in-game players, and games millennia
long. Also, shame on the school that let them get away with it. I must know! On the contrary: I think
memorable college admissions essays are to be applauded. The Legendary Hugh Gallagher Essay You may
already be familiar with this one, but for the curious, here's the story behind it: Humorist, writer, and musician
Hugh Gallagher penned the glorious satiric creation excerpted here for Scholastic Press' national writing
contest when he was in high school. All social ills were subsequently eliminated, and technology preventing
humans from any injury was developed. By Lucia Peters Feb 23 It's been a long time since I penned my
college application essays, but that doesn't mean I don't still appreciate them. I believe in you! The jury's still
out on which one it is. I wouldn't blame these two for using their legacy to help them get a leg up â€” but
relying solely on it like this? Hardboiled Washington I hope this Redditor is planning on studying creative
writing. While we're on the subject, the University of Chicago seems like they've mastered the art of making
college applications not boring for the people who actually have to read them. They accused me of everything
from being over the hill to intentionally releasing the wrong side of games so that I could bet the opposite to
selling out to Vegas insiders. Club described as concerned with why humans play sports: "That is, given the
massive resources, time, and information at our disposal not to mention those available to our descendants ,
why does communal game-playing still hold such an important place in society? The story is divided into
chapters, which were originally published in daily installments between July 5 and July 15,  Trust me. Because
anyone who can make theirs interesting, thus bringing a modicum of relief to those who have to actually sit
there and plow through them all, definitely deserves some acknowledgment for their work. Good luck!
Because you know what? Premise[ edit ] A newly sentient Pioneer 9 is one of the main characters of  The
chart enumerates this same data explicitly. The story takes place on an Earth where humans stopped dying,
aging, and being born in  However, this also happened: Small world, no? At the same time, though, clearly
someone could have used a little Journalism  Format[ edit ] is read by scrolling through pages occupied by
large GIF images and colored dialogue text, interspersed with occasional YouTube videos. For the curious, he
ultimately attended NYU. Here are 12 of the most notable examples; head on over to AskReddit for more.
MacAree found that there were few resources online for achieving the desired effects. I feel like maybe the
right person might have been able to make this idea work, but the execution of the idea this time around just
wasn't up to par. And hey, wouldn't you know it? When we examine my record, we see that this is in fact
exactly what has happened.


